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Abstract - hI this paper we repOlt on the preparation of sputter deposited ColPt muItilayer thin films and the study of magnetisation 
reversal mechanisms in these films which are potential magneto-optic media. We have examined these mechanisms using well established 
bulk magnetic measurement teclmiques. Reverse domain nucleation and domain wall pinning controlled materials have been identified. 
We relate reversal mechanisms, including a bimodal process, to the hysteresis loops in tenns of a two coercivity model. We have analysed 
the reversal processes using irreversible susceptibility curves obtained from measurements ofremanence curves, and ~ curves that reveal 
the effects of interaction mechanisms on reversal. We observe that close to saturation the samples exhibit weakly positive values of ~ 
that indicate that the magnetised state is supported even though only domain wall processes are present. We also report experimental 
values obtained for coercivity, saturation fields, reverse domain nucleation and reverse domain wall critical fields. We explain deviations 
between values of the domain wall critical field obtained from isothennal remanent magnetisation and DC demagnetisation measurements 
in tenns of the width of the domain wall energy barrier distribution. We identify a correlation between the values for these fields, and 
hence the reversal mechanisms exhibited by particular samples, and the stmcture of the films. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

ColPt muItilayer thin films have recently become of 
interest for use as magneto-optic media due to their large 
perpendicular anisotropy and favourable Kerr rotation with 
blue laser light [1]. Such films therefore have great potential 
as a very high bit density recording media [2]. 

It has been shown that the microstructure of such 
films is be related to the mechanisms governing 
magnetisation reversal [3]. These mechanisms may be 
investigated using bulk magnetic measurements [4]. In 
particular isothennal remanent magnetisation (IRM) and DC 
demagnetisation (DCD) curves, along with a two coercivity 
model [5]-[8] may be used to describe reversal in terms of 
reverse domain nucleation and domain wall motion. 

Two critical fields representing the domain 
nucleation field (Rn) and the domain wall field (Rw) are 
used. When Hn>Hw the hysteresis loop will be square since 
once nucleated, the reverse domains immediately overcome 
domain wall critical fields. If Hn<Hw then the hysteresis 
loop will be rounded due to the walls of the domains 
becoming pinned. 

A distribution of switching fields associated with 
reversal lllay be obtained from the first differential of 
remanence curves [4]. These are termed irreversible 
susceptibility (Xirr) curves bec:ause remanence curves arise 
due t.o irreversible magnetisation processes alone, which may 
be associated with nucleation of reverse domains, domain 
wall motion, or rotation processes. IRM curves examine the 
saturation of samples via domain wall motion of existing 
domains, therefore the peak ofaXirr(IRM) curve indicates 
the location ofHw. DCD curves illustrate reversal from the 
saturated state via domain nucleation and subsequent wall 
motion, thus the peaks of Xirr(DCD) curves indicate the 
location of both Hw and Hn. Hence both curves are required 
to reveal the identity of each peak. 
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It has been well documented that interaction 
mechanisms in particulate and longitudinal thin film media 
maybe studied via remanence measurements [9]. For the 
case where no interactions exist tlle Wohlfarth relationship 
is obeyed: 

M DCD = 1-2MIRM 
(1) 

where MDCD and MIRM refer to the DCD and IRM remanent 
magnetisations respectively. This implies that the IRM 
curve may be superimposed exactly upon the DCD curve 
when reversed in sign and normalised to the DCD curve. 
Any deviations from (1) must therefore be due to interaction 
effects. Kelly et al. [9] modified (1) to obtain a measure of 
these interaction effects, ~M: 

(2) 
Plots of ~M versus applied field H show the 

effective magnitude of magnetisation ansmg from 
interactions relative to the non-interacting case. A positive 
~M indicates strong (generally exchange) interactions that 
promote a saturated state. A negative ~M reveals generally 
dipolar interactions promoting a demagnetised or flux 
closure configured state. It has been shown that the 
magnitude of d~MldH may be directly correlated to the read-
back noise in longitudinal media [10]. 

In this paper we show that it is possible to produce 
films with predictable reversal mechanisms by controlling 
the microstructure of the films during preparation. We 
present results from bulk magnetic measurements and use 
them to examine these mechanisms. We identify reverse 
domain nucleation and domain wall pinning controlled 
samples and relate their reversal mechanisms, including a 
bimodal process, to hysteresis loops in terms of the two 
coercivity model. 
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We apply AM curves to our measurements on 
M-O samples and use them along with Xirr(H) curves to 
analyse reversal processes. Numerical values for 
coercivity, saturation fields, Hn and Hw. including the 
width of their distributions are obtained. We identify a 
correlation between the values of these fields, and hence 
the reversal mechanisms exhibited by particular samples, 
and the microstructure of these films. 

EXPERIMENTAL. 

For this study a series of films with structure 
158A Pt + n (6A CO + 7A pt) where n = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 
were prepared by sputter deposition onto Si (100) 
substrates. Co was deposited at a rate of 2 As-I, and Pt at 
2.3 As-I, using Ar at a pressure of 1.6xlO-2 mbar. 
Deposition rates and the structure of the films were 
determined using X-ray diffraction. Bulk magnetic 
measurements were made using a commercial alternating 
gradient magnetometer at room temperature. Hysteresis 
loops, IRM and DCD curves were measured for each of 
the films perpendicular to the plane of the films. The 
films were AC demagnetised prior to the IRM 
measurements. Xirr(H) and AM curves were derived from 
this data. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

Figure 1 shows the hysteresis loops for the 
samples. The 3 bilayer film has a square loop, the loops 
become rounded as saturation is approached for n:2::6. For 
n<12 the beginning of reversal is very abrupt, this is 
reflected by the sharp drop in magnetisation as reverse 
domains are nucleated. For 0;;::12 initiation of reversal 
becomes rounded. 

Figures 2-6 show remanence and XirrlH) curves 
for the whole series. For n=3 the Xirr(DCD) peak (Hn) 
lies to the right of the Xirr(lRM) peak (HwCIRM», 
therefore Hn>Hw and the hysteresis loop will be square. 
Reversal will therefore proceed by reverse domains 
nucleating and then growing rapidly via wall motion. For 
aU of the other samples Hn lies to the left of Hw(IRM), 
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Fig. 1. Hysteresis loops for ColPt thin films. 
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Fig. 2. Remanence and Xirr curves for 3 bilayer film 
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Fig. 3. Remanence and Xirr curves for 6 bilayer film. 
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Fig. 4. Remanence and Xirr <:urves for 9 bilayer film 
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Fig. 5. Remanence and Xirr curves for 12 bilayer film. 
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Fig. 6. Remanence and %irr curves for 15 bilayer fihn. 

thus Hn<Hw and the hysteresis loops will be rounded. 
Reversal proceeds by reverse domains nucleating followed by 
hindered growth due to domain wall pinning, therefore 
further reverse domain nucleation will be favoured. 

For lli.:9 the Xirr(I)CD) curves possess a second 
peak at larger fields. This indicates that reversal is via a two 
stage process. These second peaks indicate where domain 
wall critical fields are overcome, i.e. Hw(DCD), and the rate 
of domain growth accelerates towards saturation. Similar 
behaviour has been observed for a different series of films 
and has been reported elsewhere [11]. 

Figure 7 shows the variation of Hc> the saturating 
field Hs, Hn, Hw(IRM), and Hw(DCD), obtained from 
hysteresis and remanence data, versus the number of 
bilayers. Hc and Hn go through maxima, Hw{IRM), 
Hw(DCD) and Hs display a general upward trend; Hw(IRM) 
is less then Hw(DCD). The above implies that Hn controls 
the value ofHc, and that Hw generally controls Hs. 

Figure 8 shows the fun width half maximum 
(FWHM) of the Xirr peaks corresponding to Hw{IRM) and 
Hw(DCD), this is a measure of the width of the domain wall 
pinning energy barrier. The FWHM was obtained by fitting 
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Fig. 7. Variation of coercivity, switching field and saturating field 
with number ofbilayers. 
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Fig. 8. Full width half maximum of fitted Hw distributions 
obtained from %irr curves. 

a normal distribution to the Xirr curves obtained from 
experimental data, the fit was to a high degree of accuracy in 
each case. From this data it would appear that for 029 that 
the barrier overcome during the IRM process is narrower 
than that overcome during the DCD process, this accounts 
for Hw(IRM) being less then than Hw(DCD) in figure 7. 

Figure 9 shows ~M curves for all of the samples. 
The 3 and 6 bilayer samples exhibit positive values of AM at 
fields less than their coercivities. These AM curves arise due 
to the differing magnetisation processes and the fact that 
Hn>Hw. Thus the value of MOCD is greater than MIRM 
leading to positive AM values which are not significant in 
terms of the interactions in the system. For n>6 AM is 
negative in the region of Hc. These curves arise because 
Hn<Hw and as soon as nucleation occurs in the DCD 
process the propagation of the walls is inhibited lowering the 
value of MOCD relative to MIRM. This implies that for these 
films it is easier to unpin the domain walls just after 
nucleation than is the case in the AC demagnetised state. 
This is probably due to the latter being closer to the 
eqUilibrium configuration and hence to an intrinsically lower 
energy state. 
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Fig. 9. L'l.M curves for ColPt thin films. 
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Fig. 10. AM curves for ColPt thin films showing positive values for 
~ as saturation is approached. 

~M becomes slightly positive for all of the samples 
as saturation is approached, as illustrated by figure 9. The 
changes in magnetisation exhibited by both the IRM and 
DCD curves in this region are occurring via domain wall 
pinning processes. Since the processes are now the same we 
can now use ~M to examine interaction effects alone and 
thus we conclude that there are weak positive interactions 
supporting the magnetised state even when domain wall 
processes alone are present. This is consistent with the work 
of McCurrie and Gaunt Il2] who extended the derivation of 
equation (1) to the case where reversal is controlled by 
domain wall motion. 

CONCLUSION 

A series of samples has been successfully prepared 
by sputter deposition to investigate magnetisation reversal 
mechanisms in ColPt magneto-optic thin films. Reversal 
has been probed using well established bulk magnetic 
measurements. Two reversal mechanisms have been 
identified, along with a bimodal process, and related to 
hysteresis loops in terms of a two coercivity modeL These 
have been explained using irreversible susceptibility curves 
obtained from irreversible remanent magnetisation 
measurements. The two critical fields used in the model 
have been quantified from experimental data, deviations 
between the values for one critical field obtained from 
different sources have been explained in terms of the width 
of energy barrier distributions. The reverse domain 
nucleation critical field has been shown to control the value 
of Hc' and the domain wall critical field values of 
saturation field. Additionally ~M curves have been related 
to reversal; interaction effects close to saturation have been 
examined and found to be weakly positive such that tIle 
magnetised state is supported even though only domain wan 
processes are present. Values of coercivity, saturation, 
reverse domain nucleation and domain wall critical fields, 
and therefore the reversal mechanism exhibited by a 
particular sample, have been shown to be dependent upon 
the microstructure of the film. 
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